
within Confluence

 Glossary company

Your guide to start your 

This is a guideline for Confluence users to 
turn it into a seamless Wiki experience using  

Smart Terms for Confluence- Glossary.

Who needs this guideline?

Creativas.io

In this guideline, we provide you with the 
most straightforward steps or, as we named 
it, the 3S behind a great glossary: 



  1 Start your glossary from scratch 

  2 Set Highlight configuration

  3 Set App permissions

How to start your glossary?
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Once Smart Terms is installed, You will be 
able to start your glossary within Confluence.

For this first step, we are demonstrating:



  How to create a term?

  How to edit a term?

  How to search for a term?  


 1 S tart your glossary  

3 ways to create terms for your wiki

From Terms Glossary

Remember to select a target space 

( Not available when creating from space glossary) 

From Confluence Pages

Import terms file

Start creating terms

Install  Smart Terms for Confluence

Make sure to keep Enable highlight 
selected, select Highlight globally to make 
the term global


After adding term title, information & definition, 
remember to add the 3 following details for better 
terminology:

Edit terms

Here  you are able to see all terms created per 
space / globally, that can be filtered by:

Glossary overview

Add Labels

Add related vocabulary

Add media ( images, videos, audio, Pdf & 
Embed code)

Labels

Search by title, definition or related 
vocabulary
Alphabetical indexYou can export the glossary terms in 

XLSX, CSV, HTML formats

If you want to highlight terms of your glossary 
within spaces or globally follow these footprints:




  Highlight apperance

  Highlight engine

  Highlight options 


 2 S et Highlight configuration  

Set highlight appearance
3 ingredients you can edit to set highlight apperance

You can customize your highlight apperance

( Advanced settings with CSS) 

Background color

Text color

Style ( Underlined , Bold, Italic )

Highlight engine is not available for the 
space configuration.

(Available only for the global configuration)


These settings helps to manage highlight display:
Highlight engine

Extra highlight options for a better terminology

Highlight option

Highlight for headings, titles & links

Highilight first term only

Much more

Disable highlight feature in all spaces
Disable highlight feature for some 
glossaries
Globalization rules


Don’t forget to set terms creation permissons 



  Restrict groups

  Restrict Users

 


 3 S et App permissions  

 Add permissions
Restrict users or groups from creating terms within 

Confluence

For Cloud, permissions can be set per Space only. 
For on premise, permissions can be set Globally 

only.

Restrict terms creation permissions to all 
the members of a group.


Restrict terms creation permissions to 
individual users.

You can also manage highlight options per 
space


( these options are different from the global configurations) 


